The article presents the frame structure of the concept Family in the Finnish paroemiological fund, describing three top levels: "Nuclear Family", "Androcentric Family" and "Affinal Family" which include five terminals and four sub-slots. The Finnish mentality reflected in proverbs and sayings is characterized by three cognitive levels according to their inner form and meaning, plane of content and plane of expression. The results of the research suggest that in the analyzed fragment of the linguistic view of the world metaphorical paroemiae make up 51% (70 out of 137 units). In Finnish proverbs and sayings the leadership belongs to the man; fathers are responsible for the formation of national self-consciousness and women are home-keepers. Four types of metaphors are typical of the paroemiae: anthropomorphic, naturemorphic, sociomorphic and artefactual among which the last ones prevail. According to their axiological status the frames are divided into three groups: meliorative, pejorative and ambivalent.
Introduction
The objective of the article is to analyse the paroemiae in the Finnish language aiming at presenting the frame structure of the concept Family in the paroemiological view of the world of the Finnish language. 137 Finnish proverbs and sayings about family have been divided into three groups being represented in three top levels: "Nuclear Family", "Androcentric Family" and "Affinal Family". The verification of the results and comparative analysis of the Finnish paroemiological view of the world typical features have been done on the basis of 2,545 Finnish proverbs and sayings.
A paroemiological fund is a part of the linguistic view of the world representing a definite result of cognition and showing how people or an individual perceive the surrounding world. Alan Dundes mentions that implicit signs of the linguistic view of the world become explicit in folklore and studying paroemiae makes it possible to reconstruct a paroemiological view of the world (Dundes, 1980) . Proverbs and sayings provide an opportunity to research basic concepts of any people and with their help to become familiar with its ideals and values. Russian scholar S. G. Vorkachev defines a concept as a unit of collective consciousness connected with the highest spiritual values expressed linguistically and ethno-culturally. Lingo-cultural concept's plane of content includes at least two groups of semantic features. Firstly, semes common for all its linguistic realizations which "tighten" its lexical-semantic paradigm and form its either conceptual or prototypical basis. Secondly, they include semantic features which are common at least for a part of its realizations marked by linguistic-cultural, ethno-semantic specifics and connected with either native speakers mentality or national linguistic identity (Vorkachev, 2003) .
"sub-frames.") Simple conditions are specified by markers that might require a terminal assignment to be a person, an object of sufficient value, or a pointer to a sub-frame of a certain type. More complex conditions can specify relations among the things assigned to several terminals" (Minsky, 1975) . The number of slots allowing finding out smaller units of organization-sub-slots, correspond to the number of elements in the specific fragment. With the help of frames we determine typical features of culture.
On the basis of the present research further investigation was done in the comparative analysis of the concept Family in the Finnish and the Mari paroemiological funds (Yakovleva, 2014) . The Finnish and Mari mentality reflected in proverbs and sayings is characterized by three cognitive levels according to their inner form and meaning, plane of content and plane of expression. In the analyzed fragments of the linguistic view of the world metaphorical paroemiae make up in the Finnish language 51% (70 out of 137 units) and in the Mari language-74% (128 out of 173). Four types of metaphors are typical of the paroemiae in both funds: anthropomorphic, naturemorphic, sociomorphic and artefactual, among which the last ones prevail.
Materials and Methods
Paroemiae which are in common use in Finland are presented in a wide variety of monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. For a study on the frame structure of the concept Family in the Finnish paroemiological view of the world the methods of conceptual analysis, linguistic analysis and generalization, the analysis of proverbial axiological status and gender status were used. Quantitative and statistical analysis was used to represent metaphorical paroemiae and types of metaphors in the rich proverbial wisdom of the Finnish people.
Results and Discussions

The Distinguishing Features of Top-Levels
In the Finnish paroemiological fund we discovered three top levels of the concept Family: "Nuclear Family", "Androcentric Family" and "Affinal Family" and subdivided them into slots and sub-slots.
Top Level 1 "Nuclear Family"
Slot 1 " Parents and Children", Sub-slot "Mother, Farther" Finnish consciousness reflected in the paroemiological fund has a positive connotation of the image of father: Kun oikein kovaksi ottaa, niin isäkin imettää "is reliable, strong, clever, that is why he can breastfeed a baby himself" / kovaksi ottaa, niin isäkin imettää" "e time of difficultes father can breastfeed a baby himself". Or: "If there is no father in the family it is gloomy even on a sunny day".
The image of mother is represented by the proverb Äidin sydän on villoja pehmeämpi "Mother"s heart is "softer than wool". Missä ei ole äitiä, siellä ei ole lastakaan "Where there is no mother there is no child". No one is able to replace mother for a child: Kyllä mies aina uuden vaimon saa, mutta lapsi ei saakaan äitiä "Husband can always get a new wife, but a child will never get a new mother". Or: "Mother's word can manage everything"; "Somebody's mother may be more beautiful, but your mother is the nicest". If mother is overactive her children may be brought up without love for labour: "A spry mother is raising lazy children". The priority in the family is given to father: "Mother is dear, but father is dearer". Father is responsible for family values, order and the way of life and mother performs only domestic labour: "The home is of the hostess concern, but the way of living-of the host".
Slot 1 " Parents and Children", Son, Daughter" In the paroemiae belonging to sub-slot 2 "children, son, daughter" a positive projecting of the future in comparison with the present is presented: Pojasta polvi parane "Son will be better than father" / Ahkera tytär kasvattaa laiskaa äitiä "A lazy mother has an industrious daughter".
The basis of the family and its aim is having children: A couple without children is like a dead fireplace; Kuninkalliset lapset ovat lapsia "The king's children are children as well"; Lapset ovat Herran lahja "Children are the gift of God"; Lapseton talo ei ole rikas "The house without children is not rich".
All the children are the dearest to mother: A hen has many chickens, but she hides them all under her wing.
A peculiar feature of the Finnish family is to raise children independent and not being afraid of any labour. The Finns understand the importance of raising children persistent, enduring and relying only on themselves: Those whose hands are dirty with manure have oil on their lips; A mamma's darling is taught, but an orphan makes a mental note; There is no man without suffering; A pig warms its side, a dog-its face and a lazy woman-her backside.
When parents do not pay much attention to the upbringing of their kids their children will not be good people. In Finnish paroemiology it is stressed that children are support and comfort for elderly parents: Lapsi tuo leivän tullessaan "A child brings bread with him"; / Lapsi tuo leivän mukanaan "A child comes with bread"; "A young family will be happy if they have many children".
The proverb originated by the Bible has several alternatives: Lapsilta ja hulluilta totuuden kuulee "The truth is told by children and fools"/ Lasten ja imeväisten suusta saa kuulla totuuden "Children and babies" mouths tell the truth" / Lapsen suusta kuulee totuuden "Child's mouth tells the truth". It is wise to listen to children: Ei oo lasta itkemätöntä eikä kangasta katkeematonta "Neither there is a child that does not cry nor a cloth that does not tear".
In However, beauty can help to make a profitable match for the poor as well as money is an appealing feature for those who are deprived of it: The poor get married for beauty, the rich find spouse for money.
Subordinate status of a young wife in the husband's house is reflected in proverbs. She is supposed to perform her household duties at once: Daughter-in-law's shawl always hangs closer to the door.
Sub-slot 2 "Bride"
Much attention is paid to brides. A bride in proverbs is an object of special respect, admiration and care. The bride is not afraid of frost. However, one should be careful while choosing a bride: If the girl swears, she will fight having married.
On the other hand, girls do not remain innocent until marriage: One can't find the birch bark unharmed and the girl pure and chaste. Girls should not be active trying to find a husband: Trough doesn't chase the pigs (i.e., the girl for the boys). If a girl is rich, she will get married on any account: A rich bride will get married even if she is ugly, a beautiful but poor one shouldn't wait for matchmakers.
World Conceptualization in Finnish Paroemiology
The Duality of the Linguistic View of the World
A cognitive proverbial model which has its own features and characteristics is the basic unit of the linguistic view of the world. Duality is its distinctive feature as it is typical of the constituent parts of paroemiae. E. V. Ivanova distinguishes three cognitive levels: the first level is characterized by the coincidence of the inner form and the meaning; at the second one the cognitive levels are not the same; at the third level one or more components of the inner form are included in the meaning of the proverb, in this case we observe the overlapping of two cognitive levels. Such a dual, parallel introduction of two types of knowledge corresponds to the rational-processed and image-figurative vision of the world (Ivanova, 2003 
Gender Characteristics of Linguistic View of the World
Proverbial mentality allows differentiating some gender characteristics. Male mentality dominates the female one in Finnish proverbs, which is manifested, for example, in paroemiae of biblical origin: Let your wives be silent in churches. The wife is subordinate to her husband's authority. "If the wife is totally subordinate to her husband, she is not allowed to violate it during the worship, speaking as a prophet or a teacher: in fact, such a statement would indicate her intention to lead her husband, who would be the audience for her speech" (Explanatory Bible by Lopukhin, 2013) . It corresponds to the biblical paroemiae "If a man consults his wife, she will stop cooking".
The wife in the Finnish linguistic view of the world is a symbol of evil: "Being drunk and engaged isn't good, because hangover and wife are hell symbols". Contempt for the woman, her purity and innocence is traced in the paremiae "One can't find the birch bark unharmed and the girl pure and chaste". Not a single paroemiae was found indicating the priority of female mental qualities. House-keeping qualities are widely represented in proverbs: The smell of coffee tells much about the house, the taste of pies tells much about the woman. She is destined to house-keeping: The house without a housewife is like the sauna without steam.
The Metaphorical Models of the Concept "Family"
Although one can possibly picture the universe in an infinite number of ways, two pictures seem to have dominated Western thought: an ancient one, according to which the universe is a living being (the organistic picture); and a modern one, dating from the seventeenth century, viewing the universe as a machine (the mechanistic one) (Venter, 1997) .
The organistic way of thinking typical of the Finnish mentality is well represented in the paroemiological fund of the Finnish language. The organistic metaphors in comparison with rational, mechanistic ones have quite long historical roots which is reflected in human consciousness and, consequently, in the linguistic view of the world. People, nature and things represent the most common conceptual sources of the proverbial metaphorization. The objects of non-material world are not so demanded in the conceptualization of the Finnish paroemiological view of the world.
The analysis of proverbs and sayings allowed eliciting and examining four types of metaphors: anthropomorphic, naturemorphic, sociomorphic, and artefactual, in accordance with the classification by Chudinov (2013) . The analyzed fragment of the paroemiological view of the world presupposes the presentation of the anthropomorphic metaphor, the model "A Family is a Human organism". The frame "Parts of the Body" is widely expressed; parts of the female body: breast, nipple, back side; parts of the male body: beard, moustache, bald head; and parts of the body without gender differences: heart, hands. Archaic consciousness is inseparably associated with human body and body parts.
The frame "Human Abilities" is presented by the notion mind. The Finnish consciousness underlines the idea www.ccsenet.org/res Vol. 7, No. 8; 2015 that mother's milk is enough for the satisfaction of children's physical needs, but not for the development of their mental abilities.
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The artefactual metaphor often serves as a sphere-source, a source for conceptual field. "Garment": underwear, trousers; kerchief; "Household Items": trough, jar, boiler; "Tools": anvil, axe, sheath; "Food and Drinks": coffee, water, soup, pies, fat; as well as tobacco as feedstock for smoking; oat as feeding stuff; comb as an accessory; cart; "Products of Animals' Life": dung, wax.
The frame "Non-Material Products of Human Activities" is presented only by one image: song.
A human being as a part of nature conceptualized the world using naturemorphic metaphors which is expressed in the metaphorical models "A Family is a Fauna World" and "A Family is a Flora World". In the paroemiological view of the world of the Finnish people zoomorphic metaphors with images of domestic animals make 80%: cock, hen, chicken, pig, cat, horse and colt, puppy and dog; as well as the parts of their bodies: wing, flank, neb. The frame "Wild Animals" is represented by the image of wolf; the frame "Fish" has also only one image. In comparison with a zoomorphic metaphor, phytomorphic one is found in the Finnish paroemiae rarely enough. In this fragment of the paroemiological view of the world metaphorical shift is accomplished with the help of single images of two trees: fir-tree and birch, their parts: stub, as well as images of wheatear and field. The frame "Celestial Objects" is presented by the image of sun, "Time of Day"-evening, "Weather Events"-images of frost and freezing.
The results of the analysis of the paroemiological conceptualization give the evidence of the domination of artefactual metaphorization in the Finnish consciousness reflected in paroemiology.
The paroemiological conceptualization is inseparably associated with the concrete thinking of a human being dealing with the given object and processes. Human brain reflects common properties of subjects and events of outside world, establishes communications between them, as well as communications between different conceptual spheres. In paroemiae sociomorphic metaphor is found very rarely. The religion as one of the forms of social consciousness is not widely presented in the analyzed fragment of the Finnish paroemiological view of the world. Only two examples were found: Hang-over and wife come from the hell and Entering into a marriage is better than living in sin.
Axiological Status of the Concept Family
The reconstruction of the system of values of the Finnish people carried out by N. N. Glukhova and V. А. Glukhov showed that according to the frequency of mentioning the values in the Finnish proverbs and sayings, family takes the seventh, the last but one, place after labour, ethics, wealth, food, knowledge, speech presented in descending order. (The last place in the system of values is occupied by the concept Health) (Glukhova, 2009 ). However, we cannot deny the cultural significance of the concept Family for the Finnish consciousness reflected in the paroemiological fund. Taking special place in people's consciousness, this concept has internal contradictions.
The analysis of paroemiae from the point of view of their axiological status gives the ground for the division of the relation to the frame subjects into three groups: meliorative, pejorative, and ambivalent. 
Conclusion
The result of the analysis of the frame structure of the concept Family allows drawing the following conclusions:
In the Finnish paroemiological fund the concept Family contains three top levels: "Nuclear Family", Slot 1 " Parents and Children", father", son, daughter" ; "Androcentric Family", Slot 1 "House and Family", Slot 2 "Separate Relations", and "Affinal Family", Slot 1 "husband / wife", sub-slot 1"Wife: beauty vs domesticity", sub-slot 2 "Bride".
The Finnish paroemiological mentality is characterized by three cognitive levels of world conceptualization: at the first level inner form and meaning of the paroemia coincide; at the second level their cognitive levels do not coincide; at the third level one or several components of inner form are included into the meaning of the proverb when two cognitive levels intersect. The results of the analysis of 137 paroemiae, reflected in one fragment of the paroemiological view of the world-the family, showed that in the Finnish consciousness reflected in proverbs and sayings of the analyzed fragment figurative, metaphorical world-perception prevails modestly in general: 70 proverbs and sayings against 67 or 51%.
From the point of view of gender characteristics marriage is an androcentric union, a marriage where a man takes a leading position in the family. In Finnish paroemiae male mentality dominates over the female one. According to the research, fathers are more involved into the formation of identification of national identity, and mothers convey the content of ethnic culture and household.
The analysis of proverbs and sayings allowed eliciting and examining four types of metaphors: anthropomorphic, naturemorphic, sociomorphic and artefactual. The artefactual metaphor often serves as a sphere-source, a source for conceptual field.
The analysis of paroemiae from the point of view of their axiological status gives the ground for the division of the relation to the frame subjects into three groups: meliorative, pejorative, and ambivalent.
Most paroemiae about family reflect historical, ethnographical, cultural context and peculiarities of people's mentality. The Finnish paroemiological fund allows understanding the system of people's values, its uniqueness and idiosyncrasy.
The results of the study can be used in further research by folklorists, linguists, paroemiologists and those interested in comparative linguistic analysis.
